


The year is 1867. The War is over and freedom is won, but many are left poor and broken. Yet,
for those willing to make the arduous journey out West there is hope in the Frontier. Nowhere is this
more true than in the bustling boom town of Prosperity.

While some see a pit of greed and crime, others see a chance to forge a new life. It is a place of
stark beauty, a land of peril and promise. There are freezing blizzards and scorching hot summers,
but also vast grazing plains and forests full of wildlife. The territory is home to one of the biggest
cattle drives in the country. It boasts both the toughest bronco-busters and cattle rustlers around.

However, nothing compares to the gold rush that has sent newcomers flooding here in search
of riches and fame. Competition is fierce for those looking to hit the mother lode. While not fending
off grizzlies or wolves, prospectors have to combat thieves and claim jumpers.

It comes as no surprise that the territory has a reputation for being quick on the draw and short
on manners. Fortunes are lost as quickly as they are made at the infamous Coyote Canyon Saloon,
known for its dangerous mix of booze, vice, duels, and brawls. As the favorite haunt of notorious 
swindlers and cheats, you would be wise to keep one hand on your wallet and the other on your
revolver. 

For  every  Pioneer  who  strikes  it  rich,  there  is  a  Bandit  waiting  to  steal  everything.  The
assorted outlaws in the territory have banded together into a formidable gang that is wanted across
the territory for brazen train and bank robberies. Whether by stealthy ambush, trickery, or outright
intimidation,  they  spread fear  and corruption  wherever  they appear.  Nobody is  safe  from their
crimes. 

Whatever path you choose, it is clear only the most cunning and ruthless can be–

          The BEST of the WEST
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Goal Of BEST OF THE WEST

The player with the highest Reputation (Rep) at the end of the game wins BEST OF THE WEST! The game ends after Round 25 
and any Tiebreaker Duels.

Each Pioneer is on their own but the Bandit Gang wins or loses as a team.

General Rules

Rules in Red are about Bandits and rules in Blue are about Pioneers.

Unless this Rulebook specifically says something never or always happens, the Rules described here can be modified by Items / 
Power Cards / Character Abilities etc. These override the Rulebook if there is a conflict. 

First place and last place refers to a player's position on the Rep Track (numbers around board). Players are still considered to be in 
first place or last place if there is a tie. If all players are tied, everyone is considered to be in last place (including at 0 Rep). 

Rules / Cards / Abilities etc. that mention an enemy refers to the opposing side (Pioneer or Bandit). Rival Pioneers are not considered 
enemies.

Dice that are re-rolled replace all previous rolls (only the last rolled number counts).

List of Terms and Abbreviations:

Crit =  Critical hit on an Attack roll that deals extra damage
#+ =  To be successful, a die roll must be equal to or higher than the # stated (4+ = 4 or higher)
HP =  Player Health Point as indicated on Character Sheet. 0 HP = Dead.
Loot =  Gold Cards and Livestock collected with a Tool (does not include Cash or Furs)
NPC =  Non-Player Character (Train Deputy, Sheriff, Bartender, Bank Guard)
Payout =  Cash and Rep earned from turning in Loot or Furs
Rep =  Reputation (highest Rep wins the game)

Initial Setup

Shuffle all decks. The Train starts the game at Prosperity Station. Bandits and Pioneers should sit on the opposite sides of the board. 

Each Pioneer has their own Rep Marker. The Bandit Gang shares a single Rep Marker. All players 
begin with their Rep Marker at 0. The Round Marker starts at 1.

Each player has a Character Sheet and an Inventory Sheet. Players begin with Health Points (HP) 
indicated by the blue heart (♥) and full Ammo. 

Note: It is recommended that each player announces what Character they are and what Character Abilities they have. 
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The number of Bandits must be less than or equal to the number of Pioneers (to a minimum of 2 characters on each side). If there are 
fewer than 4 players, a player will control 2 characters. 

Note: If one player controls 2 Pioneers, both characters must have higher Rep than the Bandit Gang to win the game.

Pioneers always start with $10 and begin their turn in Prosperity. Bandits begin their turn in the Bunker. What Bandits start with is 
dependent on the number of players:

Even Teams (Recommended): Cash Ambush Cards
Start With Player Maximum

2 Bandits vs. 2 Pioneers =   $4         4   5
3 Bandits vs. 3 Pioneers =   $3         3   4

 
Note: The Bandit Gang can choose to control another character to even out the teams.

Bandits Outnumbered  :  Cash Ambush Cards
Start With Player Maximum

2 Bandits vs. 3 Pioneers =   $6         6   6

There are 5 balance adjustments depending on the number of players:
1. Bandit Warrant Meter (flip over)
2. Bandit Gold Payout Card (flip over)
3. Bandit Furs Payout Card (flip over)
4. Bandit Livestock Payout Card (flip over)
5. -2 Rep Penalty for attacking the last place player in 3v3 games and for attacking Bandits when they are

in last place in 2v3 games. Does not apply if that player is tied with anyone (see also Winning a Battle).

Round and Turn Sequence

A single Round consists of the Pioneer turns and the Bandit Gang’s turn. Bandits may choose their turn order every Round. However, 
each Bandit must complete their turn before another Bandit performs an action.

Each   Round  :  
1. Bandits already in Hiding gain +1 to their Hiding Movement.
2. Dead players in the Graveyard return to their starting spaces (Prosperity or Bunker).
3. Bandits who served their full Jail sentence return to the Bunker.
4. Bank Interest is paid to Pioneers
5. Charity for last place players (free Revolver Round 9 / free Bag upgrade Round 16).
6. The Pioneer with the Starting Player Marker goes first. Pioneers to the left go next (clockwise).
7. Once all the Pioneers have finished, it is the Bandit Gang's turn.
8. Bandits choose their turn order. Each Bandit must finish their turn before another goes.
9. The Train moves to the next Station and can be attacked by Bandits while moving.
10. The Poker Tournament occurs (Rounds 7 / 14 / 21).
11. The Starting Player Marker is passed to the left (clockwise).
12. The Round Marker is moved up. The game ends on Round 25.
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Free   Actions   (unlimited unless otherwise stated)
• Buy and exchange Weapons / Items / Tools / Pets etc.
• Turn in Gold Cards / Livestock / Furs
• Use Items and Character Abilities
• Reload all Weapons (free after any Battle)

Limited Actions (o  nce   per turn per player)
• Bandits may pull new Ambush Cards at the Bunker (must start their turn inside the Bunker)
• Player movement / Bandit Hiding
• Mining / Panning / Herding / Trapping (once per location)
• Use 1 Power Card of each type per Round (Peace Pipe / Saloon / Shadow)
• A Pioneer may Ride the Train (pay $1 at station)

Victorious Actions (after winning a Battle)
• Reload all Weapons
• Use Consumable Items (such as Health Rations)
• Bandits who Ambush may sacrifice all other movement that Round to move up to 3 spaces OR use their Hiding Movement if 

it is greater than 3

Player Movement

Movement for a Round can never be reduced below 1 or increased above 6. Not all movement needs to
be used during a turn.

No more than 2 players can end their turn on the same space. The exceptions are: (Prosperity / Ranch / 
Bunker / Indian Village) and Waterfalls / Mines / Herds. However, a player may pass through a space
with 2 other players on it if they have sufficient movement. Players who have agreed to a Bribe may
also stay on the same space.

1 movement = 1 space on the board. Diagonal movement is never allowed. Spaces are separated either by Gray Lines, Bridges, or 
Arrows and indicate where players can move.

Certain Arrows on the Map restrict movement: Blue Arrows = Pioneer only. Red Arrows = Bandit only. Yellow Arrows = Control 
roll for Livestock (see Herding Livestock). Bridge = safe crossing, no Control roll. 

All players start with 3 Movement Cards. Whenever a Movement Card is played, it is immediately replaced from the deck. Player 
movement is determined by the base number (2 - 5) on the Movement Card plus or minus any modifiers. Even if a player gains or 
loses movement the base number is considered unchanged (playing a 2 always counts as a 2). Players may perform other actions 
before moving on their turn. However, once a Movement Card is used the player must move to another space before they perform 
any other action. 

Penalties or bonuses based on whether a player is carrying Loot (Gold Cards and Livestock) are applied immediately
after a Movement Card is played. The penalty or bonus is not changed if a player gains or loses Loot later on their turn.

Bandits coming out of Hiding or Ambushing do not use a Movement Card (see Hiding and Ambushing). 
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Note: If a movement penalty cannot be applied immediately, the penalty applies the next Round instead. For example, if all 
movement was already used when the penalty was triggered.

Players cannot exit and get back on the Train during the same turn (see The Train).

Buying and Selling

Tools / Items / Weapons / Pets can be exchanged, but only on spaces where these items can also be purchased. For 
instance, Weapons cannot be exchanged at the Ranch and Pets cannot be sold in Prosperity.

Players must pay the difference if they exchange a Tool / Item / Weapon / Pet for something of greater value. No 
Cash will be returned if it is exchanged for something of lesser value. Nothing can be sold back for Cash.

Players may exchange Items to go to the Poker Tournament, but they must be in Prosperity or at the Bunker.

Bags and The Inventory

Each player starts with a Small Bag (highlighted in yellow). All Items must fit in an available square on the Inventory
Sheet. Items can be discarded to make room in the Inventory. These spaces cannot be used for Weapons. All 
Consumable and Expendable Items are one-time use.

Only 1 Tool can be used at a time, but they can be exchanged at either Prosperity or the Ranch.  

Bag Upgrades are permanent and cannot be exchanged. Bag Upgrades can be purchased at Prosperity / Ranch and Bunker / 
Shack. The Large Bag upgrade must be purchased before buying the Huge Bag.

Small Bag Free 3 Items 40 lbs 4 Livestock 2 Peace Pipe  /  2 Saloon  /  1 Shadow
Large Bag $15 / $10 6 Items 60 lbs 6 Livestock 2 Peace Pipe  /  2 Saloon  /  2 Shadow
Huge   Bag    $20 / $15 9 Items 80 lbs 8 Livestock 3 Peace Pipe  /  3 Saloon  /  2 Shadow

The Weight Limit determines which Gold Cards a player can carry from Waterfalls and Mines. Gold
Cards have a corresponding Weight depending on where they were collected.

The Livestock Limit determines how many Livestock animals a player can Herd at a time. 

Players can only hold 1 of each type of Fur (Beaver / Fox / Bear) regardless of their Bag size.

Players can hold Power Cards (Peace Pipe / Saloon / Shadow) up to their Bag Limit. 

Power Cards

The 3 types of Power Cards can be obtained from: Saloon (Saloon) / Indian Village (Peace Pipe) / Purgatory (Shadow). The 
bottom of each Power Card states when they can be used (Your Turn / Immediately / In Battle). Bandits can use Power Cards while 
in Hiding, but not in Jail / Prison.
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A player may only use 1 Power Card of each type (Peace Pipe / Saloon / Shadow) during the
entire Round (some cards are exempt from this rule). Power Cards cannot be used to change 
the effects of other Power Cards. Each Power Card can only be played once.

If a player wishes to replace a Power Card while at their Bag limit, they must discard one 
before pulling a new card.

Charity

At the beginning of Round 9, the player(s) in last place get a free Revolver (Bandits choose 1 player). If they already own Dual 
Revolvers, they receive $7 instead (goes into Wallet). 

At the beginning of Round 16, the player(s) in last place get a free Bag Upgrade (Bandits choose 1 player). If they already own a 
Huge Bag, they receive $12 instead (goes into Wallet). 

Note: Bandits receive the Cash equivalent for Charity only if none of their characters can use the upgrade.

Pet Rules

Pioneers purchase Pets at the Ranch. Bandits purchase Pets at the Shack. Players can own up to 2 Pets at a time. A player cannot own
more than 1 of the same Pet. Pioneers may not own both a Horse and a Donkey. There is also a limit on the maximum number of 
some Bandit Pets. 

Note: The Horse movement bonus applies to Movement Cards with a base of 2 / 3 / 4 only. It never adds to Movement Card of 5, 
even if the player loses movement that Round.

Note: Bandits do not receive extra movement from their Horse when emerging from Hiding or after Ambushing. 

Pets cannot use their abilities on the same Round they were purchased. For example, players do not receive extra movement on the 
turn they purchase a Horse and the Vulture cannot be placed immediately on the board. 

Players must wait a Round to re-deploy Pets that are placed on the board (Snake / Vulture). The Snake and Vulture are
also removed when the owner dies. A Bandit may move their Snake to another space on their turn, but they must discard
the previous Ambush Card. 

The Pioneers

Pioneers earn Rep and Cash primarily by Mining, Panning, or Herding Livestock. They m  ust   have a Tool in
order to perform each job. Tools can be exchanged at the Ranch or in Prosperity. 

Only 1 Tool can be equipped at a time:
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Sifting Pan – Waterfalls Pick  axe   – Mines Rope – Herding Livestock

Note: The Shovel and Traps are considered Items and are not considered Tools. Therefore, a Pioneer may Trap Animals in addition
to Mining / Panning / Herding. However, a Pioneer must have a Sifting Pan or Pickaxe in order to use the Shovel.

If on the same or adjacent space, Pioneers may trade Cash / Items / Power Cards with each other. However, Pioneers can never trade
Gold Cards / Livestock / Furs / Weapons / Pets / Movement Cards. 

First Turn   -   Pioneers  

Pioneers begin in Prosperity with $10 and 5 HP. Pioneers choose their Tool that occupies its own space in the Inventory. 

The highest die roll determines which Pioneer goes first on Round 1 (has the Starting Player Marker).

Prosperity - Pioneer Town

Prosperity is Pioneer Territory where Pioneers are safe from Bandit attack (Bandits can only Rob
the Bank or the Train there). Bandits may pass through Prosperity but they lose -1 HP immediately
upon entering (to a minimum of 1 HP). Bandits can never end their turn in Prosperity.

Pioneers purchase Items / Weapons / Tools in the Prosperity store (Pets are bought at the Ranch). 

Pioneers turn in Gold Cards and Furs in Prosperity for a Payout. They must cash in all Gold Cards and Furs for a payout 
immediately when they enter Prosperity (including when riding the Train).

Pioneers may wait a full Round in Prosperity to recover maximum health (6 HP) for free (must start and end turn there). Pioneers can
also pay $2 in Prosperity to recover maximum health (6 HP) instantly.

The Bank

The Bank is located in Prosperity. Pioneers can Deposit money into the Bank on their turn. If a Pioneer Rides the 
Train into Prosperity at the end of the Round, they cannot Deposit any Cash from a Payout until the next Round. 

Money Deposited in the Bank should be placed on the Deposit section of the Character Sheet to separate it from Cash 
in the Wallet. Cash in the Bank cannot be spent or traded outside of Prosperity, but it may be used to enter the Poker 
Tournament. 
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Pioneers collect Interest at the beginning of a new Round. Interest is only paid on Deposits that have stayed in the Bank for an entire
Round. For instance, if a Pioneer Deposits money on Round 4 they are paid Interest at the beginning of Round 6. Additionally, if 
Pioneers increase their Deposit they gain the additional Interest only after another Round has passed.

Note: As a reminder, a Pioneer may place the Interest to be collected on the appropriate Round number along the edge of the board.

Pioneers receive $1 Interest for every $10 they have Deposited in the Bank. For example, a Deposit of $27 would yield $2 interest. 
There is no limit on Deposits, but the maximum Interest paid per Round is $3 regardless of the how much money was Deposited. 

Remembering to collect Interest is the responsibility of the Pioneer. Pioneers must collect their Interest before the Bandit turn begins.

Robbing the Bank

If a Bandit defeats the Bank Guard, they get the bonuses on the NPC card (Cash, steal from Deposits, +3 movement).

If Pioneers occupy the Prosperity space, Bandits do not fight them before Robbing the Bank (Bandit vs. Pioneer Battles are not 
allowed in Prosperity). Each Level of the Bank Guard may only be Robbed once (before and after Round 15).

T  he Ranch  

The Ranch is Pioneer Territory where no Bandit may enter. Pioneers may enter the Ranch only
when they are turning in Livestock / Furs or making a purchase. Pioneers must cash in all of their 
Livestock and Furs immediately when they enter the Ranch. Pioneers cannot stay on this space for
more than one turn. 

Pioneers may purchase Pets and Bag Upgrades at the Ranch. Tools / Traps / Saddle / Rations can also be
bought at the Ranch. Only things that can be purchased at the Ranch can be exchanged there.

Panning and Mining

Pioneers cash in Gold Cards at Prosperity for a Payout. Bandits turn in stolen Gold Cards at the Bunker.

Pioneers must pull the maximum number of Gold Cards allowed by their Tool. The Shovel Item (max 1)
allows a Pioneer to pull 1 additional Gold Card from a Mine or Waterfall if they wish. The Shovel 
cannot be used on its own and requires either a Pickaxe or Sifting Pan. Pioneers may gather Gold Cards
from different locations during a single turn, but not from the same place twice. 

Gold Cards are drawn 1 at a time. If an Event or Danger Card is pulled, the actions specified must be 
performed before any additional cards are drawn. 

A Pioneer can go over their Weight Limit (determined by Bag Size) while drawing Gold Cards at a Waterfall or Mine. Once all 
Gold Cards for that turn have been drawn, the Pioneer may then choose what to discard in order to get below their Weight Limit. A 
Pioneer may choose to end their turn inside a Mine or at a Waterfall space. On their next turn, they may continue to pull Gold Cards 
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without having to leave the space first. Event Cards count towards the draw total, unless 2 of the same Event are pulled. If more than 
one of the same type of Event card (Mother Lode / Campfire Stories) is pulled during a turn, discard it and pull another Gold Card. 

Note: Players in first place do not receive bonus Rep from Event Cards (except when tied).

If a Danger Card is negated, it does not count towards the total and another Gold Card is drawn to replace it. All Danger 
Cards can be negated and replaced on a roll of 7+. If a Lantern is used, this roll is reduced to 3+ (only 1 Lantern per 
Danger Card). 

Note: All Fool's Gold must be discarded when returning to Prosperity or the Bunker.

There are two Waterfall locations on the map: The Watermill and Crimson Falls. 

In order to Pan for gold, a Pioneer must have a Sifting Pan in their Inventory. A Sifting
Pan allows a Pioneer to draw 2 Gold Cards at The Watermill and 3 at Crimson Falls.
Both Waterfall locations are unprotected from Bandit attack.

There are two Mines on the map: the Red Ridge Mine and the Lucky Nugget 
Mine.

In order to Mine, a Pioneer must have a Pickaxe in their Inventory. A Pickaxe 
allows a Pioneer to draw 3 Gold Cards in either Mine.

Pioneers are safe from Bandit attack while inside either Mine. Pioneers may remain 
inside either Mine for as many turns as they wish, but they must work each Round they are in the Mine. Pioneers cannot enter either 
Mine while Herding Livestock.

The Red Ridge Mine counts as its own space. Bandits cannot enter OR pass through the Red Ridge Mine space. Pioneers can pass 
through the Red Ridge Mine space without a Pickaxe, but they cannot end their turn inside the Mine.

Entering and exiting the Lucky Nugget Mine does not take movement. Pioneers who enter the Lucky Nugget Mine
are considered to be on a separate space and cannot be attacked. Bandits can stay or pass through the space below the 
Lucky Nugget Mine. If a Pioneer wants to leave the Lucky Nugget Mine while a Bandit is outside, they must Battle 
or Bribe the Bandit.

Note: The Payout for Bandits in 3v3 games is reduced (see Bandit Gold Payout Card)
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Herding Livestock

Pioneers return Livestock to the Ranch for a Payout. Bandits turn in stolen Livestock at the Shack.

Pioneers can Herd Livestock if they have the Rope Tool in their Inventory. The amount of Livestock Pioneers and Bandits can have 
is dependent on their Bag Livestock Limit. Pioneers cannot enter a Mine while Herding Livestock.

There are 3 kinds of Livestock animals:  Pigs / Sheep / Cows
Pioneers Pigs =  $3  /  1 Rep Sheep =  $5  /  1 Rep Cows =  $2  /  2 Rep
Bandits (2v2 2v3) Pigs =  $3  /  1 Rep Sheep =  $5  /  1 Rep Cows =  $2  /  2 Rep
Bandits (3v3) Pigs =  $3  /  1 Rep Sheep =  $4  /  1 Rep Cows =  $4  /  1 Rep

From each Herding Location, a Pioneer can collect a maximum of:

Desert Oasis Herd  High Plains Herd 

Unlimited Pigs  /  2 Sheep  Unlimited Pigs  /  2 Sheep  /  2 Cows
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If a Pioneer visits both Herding Locations, they may choose which animals from each Herd they will keep (up to Bag Livestock 
Limit). For example, a Pioneer cannot Herd 4 Sheep from the Desert Oasis alone, but if they also visit the High Plains Herd they 
may swap out 2 Pigs for 2 more Sheep.

Note: If a Pioneer ends their turn on a space with Livestock on it, they may choose not to Herd them on that turn. This means a 
Bandit cannot steal those Livestock and must wait until they are in the Pioneer's possession.

Pioneers and Bandits may choose to take a shortcut by Fording a river (spaces indicated by Yellow Arrows on the Map). Players 
without Livestock may cross these spaces as normal.

When Fording, a player rolls a die for each individual animal to see if they retain Control
(also shown on Livestock Payout Card). The animal is lost if the Control roll fails.

Fording Control #'s: Pigs =  4+ Sheep =  5+ Cows =  5+

For example, with 2 Cows roll 2 dice with a Control of 5+ = lose an animal for each roll of 1 - 4.

Taming A wild Mustang

A Pioneer may attempt to Tame a Wild Mustang at either Herding location. They must have both
the Rope Tool and Saddle Item in their Inventory. Only 1 Saddle may be carried at a time and it is a
one-use Consumable Item.

The Pioneer rolls 1 die and immediately receives the reward listed on the Payout Card. This does not
give you a Pet Horse.
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Trapping ANimals

Pioneers turn in Furs to Prosperity OR the Ranch for a Payout. Bandits turn in stolen Furs at the 
Bunker OR the Shack. Pioneers can Trap animals for their Furs if they have the Traps Item in
their Inventory (Traps do not count as their Tool). 

A Pioneer may attempt to Trap on each space once per turn. However, they may attempt to Trap at different locations 
on their turn. Only 1 of each type of Fur can be carried. 

There are 3 kinds of Furs that can be collected by Trapping (roll 1 die):
Beaver =  5+ Fox =  4+ Bear =  3+     (-1 HP on rolls of 1 / 2)

Pioneers Beaver =  $4  /  0 Rep Fox =  $3  /  1 Rep Bear =  $3  /  2 Rep
Bandits (2v2 2v3) Beaver =  $4  /  0 Rep Fox =  $3  /  1 Rep Bear =  $3  /  2 Rep
Bandits (3v3) Beaver =  $3  /  0 Rep Fox =  $2  /  1 Rep Bear =  $2  /  2 Rep

When dying, Pioneers and Bandits can keep some of their Furs on a die roll: 
1 - 3 = Lose all Furs  4 - 7 = Keep 1 Fur  8 = Keep 2 Furs

The player who is victorious chooses which Furs are kept by the dying player. The dying player receives the Payout immediately.

The   Bandit   Gang  

The Bandit Gang may choose the order of their turns. However, each Bandit must complete their turn before another 
Bandit performs an action. 

If on the same or adjacent space, Bandits may trade Cash / Items / Power Cards. However, Bandits cannot trade 
Ambush Cards / Gold Cards / Livestock / Furs / Weapons / Pets / Movement Cards with each other. 

First Turn -   B  a  ndits  

Bandits start at the Bunker with 5 HP and a free Revolver. The number of Ambush Cards and amount of Cash Bandits start with is 
dependent on the number of players (see Initial Setup).

On the F  irst   T  urn   Only  :
1) Bandits cannot pull new Ambush Cards to replace the ones they started with.
2) Bandits canno  t   trade anything with each other (including Cash).

The Bunker - Bandit Hideout

The Bunker is Bandit Territory where no Pioneer may enter. Bandits purchase Items and Weapons at the 
Bunker (Pets are bought at the Shack). 
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Bandits may wait a full Round in the Bunker to recover maximum health (6 HP) for free (must start and end turn in the Bunker). 
They may also pay $2 to recover 6 HP instantly.

Bandits must cash in Gold Cards and Furs at the Bunker immediately for a payout when they enter the Bunker. Stolen Livestock 
animals are sold at the Shack. 

The Bandit Gang may keep Cash in the Bunker Stash, but they do not receive any Interest. Cash in the Stash can be used by any 
Bandit when they are at the Bunker. Cash stored in the Stash can also be used by any Bandit to go to a Poker Tournament.

Bandits must start their turn in the Bunker in order to draw new Ambush Cards (up to the player maximum). Bandits must discard 
extra Ambush Cards before drawing new ones to stay below the maximum.

The Shack

The Shack is Hostile Territory where Battles may occur. 

Bandits must cash in Livestock and Furs at the Shack immediately for a Payout when they enter the 
Shack.

Bandits may purchase Pets / Rations / Bag Upgrades at the Shack. 

Hiding and Ambushing

On their turn, Bandits choose either to move normally with a Movement Card OR go into Hiding.

A Bandit goes into Hiding by using an Ambush Card (see also Battle Rules). When a Bandit goes into 
Hiding, place the Ambush Card face-down off the board and put their Character Piece on top of it. 
Bandits can go into Hiding on their turn from any space (except Purgatory). 

A Bandit cannot Hide on a space where another Bandit or Snake is already Hiding (including additional spaces 
covered by Character Abilities). Additionally, Bandits cannot go into Hiding if they are carrying any Loot. Bandits 
must discard their Loot to go into Hiding (they receive no Payout).

On their turn, Bandits can choose to come out of Hiding without Ambushing (the Ambush Card is discarded). When Bandits come 
out of Hiding (not to Ambush), their Hiding Movement is determined by how many Rounds they stayed in Hiding (do not use 
Movement Cards). Bandits in Hiding start with 1 Hiding Movement and receive an additional 1 for every Round that they remain in
Hiding (increases at the beginning of the next Round). Use a die to indicate how much Hiding Movement they have accumulated (up
to a maximum of 5). 

Note: A Bandit may emerge from Hiding on a spot with Pioneers on it and choose not to Battle or Bribe them. However, they must 
immediately move to another space. 

For a successful Ambush to occur, a Pioneer must be on or move onto the occupied by the Bandit in Hiding. Bandits can also 
Ambush NPCs and the Train. When an Ambush is declared, the Bandit reveals and discards the Ambush Card used and places their
Character Piece on the board at that location. 
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Note: The Bandit may choose to let the Pioneer finish working or Trapping for Furs after declaring an Ambush.

Bandits can Ambush when:
1) A Pioneer is moving on their turn
2) It is the Bandit Gang's turn
3) The Train moves at the end of the Round (including the starting and ending Station)

A Bandit may go into Hiding on space with a Pioneer already on it, but they must wait until the next Round to 
Ambush. Bandits cannot go into Hiding and Ambush on the same turn, except for Ambushing the Train when it
moves at the end of the Round. Bandits must emerge from Hiding and wait until the next Round before going back
into Hiding again at a different location. 

Whenever a Bandit comes out of Hiding to Ambush, they reveal and discard the Ambush Card used. Bandits cannot 
come out of Hiding and remain on a space if that means there will be more than 2 Bandits on that space. 

Immediately after a Bandit wins an Ambush Battle or Ambushes and accepts a Bribe they may move up to 3 spaces 
immediately OR use their Hiding Movement if it is greater than 3. If they do, they forfeit all other movement for the rest
of the Round. If a Bandit Ambushes during the Pioneer's turn they may also choose not to move immediately and instead
move as normal on the Bandit Gang's turn using a Movement Card.

Note: A Bandit can always choose not to Ambush a Pioneer or NPC on their Ambush Card space and remain in Hiding.

Battle Rules

Pioneers never Battle each other (except for the end of game Tiebreaker Duels).

When Pioneers and Bandits occupy the same space, they must immediately Battle or Bribe each other (see also
Bribing). For instance, Bandits must always Battle or Bribe Pioneers on the Saloon space before attacking the 
Bartender. The only exceptions are in Prosperity and the Indian Village (where Pioneers and Bandits cannot
fight each other) and when Pioneers are on the Train (see Robbing the Train). 

Battles occur sequentially if multiple Pioneers or Bandits occupy the same space. The attacking player chooses
who to fight first.

There are two kinds of Battles: Quick Draw and Ambush. All Battles that are not Ambushes are Quick Draw Battles.

Quick Draw Battles

In a Quick Draw Battle, each combatant rolls 1 die to determine who attacks first (high roll wins). Re-roll to break ties. Bonuses to 
Quick Draw also apply to all re-rolls. 

Ambush Battles

In an Ambush Battle, the Bandits always attack first. This only applies to the first Battle on a space when Bandits come out of 
Hiding to Ambush. Quick Draw rules apply after the first Battle on that space.
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If a Bandit emerges from Hiding on their turn and uses Hiding Movement to move onto a Pioneer or NPC space it is considered a 
Quick Draw Battle, not an Ambush.

Bandits must announce they are Ambushing before the next player's turn. It is the Bandit Gang's responsibility to pay attention to 
Pioneer movement.

Note: To ensure that Ambushing is fair, movement with the Character Piece are considered official and final. Counting out spaces 
etc. should not be done with the Character Piece in hand. Pioneers must clearly indicate their movement to each space. 

WEAPONS

Weapons occupy specific spaces on the Character Sheet depending on the type. Only 1 Weapon per type can be equipped at a time 
(see also Battle Rules). However, the Pocket Knife (or any special Character equivalent) is always equipped, even if another Hand-
to-Hand Weapon is purchased.

There are 3 Weapon types:
Heavy Weapons Rifle  /  Shotgun
Sidearms Single Revolver  /  Dual Revolvers
Hand-to-Hand Pocket Knife   /  Bowie Knife  /  Whip

On their turn to attack, players may switch to any of their Weapons. Once the Ammo has been depleted, the player must switch to 
another Weapon. Players cannot normally reload Ammo in Battle. Use the Bullet Marker to indicate how much Ammo has been used
for the current Gun being used. Each attack with Guns costs 1 Ammo (regardless of how many dice are rolled). All Hand-To-Hand 
Weapons have unlimited Ammo. 

Note: The Derringer and Dynamite are one-use Expendable Items and are not considered Weapons. They can be used during 
Hand-to-Hand only Battles.

Players must declare what Weapon they are using before rolling their Attack. Unless another Weapon is announced, subsequent 
Attack Rolls are assumed to be with the same Weapon. Every Weapon has a Hit Number which rolled in order to deal Damage (5+ 
deals Damage on rolls of 5 or higher). To Attack, roll the number of dice shown on the Weapon. Each die corresponds to one 
potential Hit. Even if multiple dice are rolled, only 1 enemy may be targeted for each attack. For example, an attack from the Shotgun
can only Damage a single target. Attacks that target “each enemy present” such as Dynamite deal the same Damage to each 
individual enemy. Excess Hits OR Damage never carries over to other enemies present.

The “bullet holes” will show how much Damage each Hit will deal:              = 1 Damage                       = 2 Damage

For example: roll 2 dice for an Attack with Dual Revolvers and deal 1 Damage for each roll of 5 or higher. For the Shotgun, roll 2 
dice and deal 2 Damage for each roll of 6 or higher.

Note: Character Abilities and Cards that cause a player to re-roll attack dice do not cost extra Ammo. Re-rolls fully replace 
previous rolls (effects only apply to the last rolled #).

Note: Some Weapons do more damage on high Hit rolls. These are called Critical Hits (Crits). For example, the Bowie Knife 
deals 1 damage on rolls of 6 and 7, but 2 damage on a roll of 8.
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Note: The Whip Disarm ability forces the player to drop a Gun and switch to another Weapon (Disarm does not cause 
damage). If a player is using Dual Revolvers, they switch to a Single Revolver. Disarm does not work on Hand-
to-Hand weapons. Players can only attempt to Disarm once per Battle.

Power Cards and Items in Battle

Power Cards must state if they can be used in Battle (see bottom of card). Unless otherwise stated, Power Cards can
only be used when it is the player's turn to attack during Battle.

Remember, a player may only use one Power Card of each type (Peace Pipe / Saloon / Shadow) during the entire 
Round. 

Only Expendable Items can be used in Battle (Dynamite and the Derringer). Using Dynamite or the Derringer 
counts as your attack. The Derringer can only be used after a player has suffered lethal damage (reached 0 HP). 
Dynamite and the Derringer can be used during Hand-to-Hand Battles.

Power Cards which summon allies that “take damage before you do” must always be attacked first. Attacks that target “all enemies 
present” deal equal Damage to both the player and the allies. 

Consumable Items, such as Health Rations, cannot be used during Battle. 

Bribing

If a Pioneer or Bandit does not want to Battle they may offer a Bribe. Players may also agree to exchange nothing as a 
Bribe (agree to a truce). A Bribe can be offered by the attacking or defending player. Bribes can be offered in both 
Quick Draw and Ambush battles. The Warrant Meter does not go up if a Bribe is accepted. 

Acceptable   B  ribes  :  Cash (from Wallet only) / Gold Cards / Livestock / Furs / Power Cards / Items

Bribes with Gold Cards or Power Cards should be offered face-down (random or picked). Players may lie about what 
cards they may have. 

Note: Once a Bribe has been looked at, it is considered accepted and cannot be rejected.

If a Bribe is accepted by both sides, those players may stay on the same space until the end of the Round. On the next Round, the 
Pioneer must leave the space or else they have to Battle the Bandit. When a Bribe is accepted, no other Bandit may attack that 
Pioneer that Round. Additionally, the Pioneer may not attack a different Bandit that Round. 

Note: Bandits must come out of Hiding to demand or accept a Bribe.

Non-Player Character (NPC) Battles

Bandits choose a Pioneer to act as the NPC when Battling. At the beginning of Round 15, all Level 1 NPC's are replaced with their 
Level 2 counterparts. Each level of the Bank Guard and Saloon Bartender can only be robbed once. 
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Town   Sheriff   – Jailbreaks
Level 1 = Sheriff Earl Level 2 = Tombstone Ted

Train   Deputy   – Train Robberies
Level 1 = Deputy Stevens Level 2 = Deadeye Dan

Saloon   Bartender   – Saloon Robberies
Level 1 = Bartender Bob Level 2 = No-Guff McGruff

Bank Guard – Bank Robberies
Level 1 = Sleepy Sam Level 2 = Headshot Hank

Bandits always attack first when they Ambush a NPC. Otherwise, a Quick Draw roll determines who goes first.

All NPC's take a turn to Reload their weapons when they run out of Ammo. NPCs recover their HP at the 
beginning of a new Round. Another Bandit may attack the weakened NPC on the same Round.

If a Bandit loses to an NPC, the same rules apply as if they were killed by a Pioneer: they die and go to the Graveyard / Jail and lose 
half of the Cash in their Wallet rounded down. 

Winning a Battle

A player or NPC is dead when they reach 0 HP. All Battles are fought to the death. 

Note: Some Character Abilities / Power Cards / Items may become active upon death. 

Depending on the number of players, there is an immediate -2 Rep Penalty for attacking a player in last place. This Penalty is applied
regardless of the outcome of the Battle. 

 This -2 Rep Penalty only applies when:
1)  It is a 3v3 game
2)  Bandits in last place are attacked in a 2v3 game
3)  The last place player is not tied with anyone 

Remember, after winning a Battle a player may choose to do the following as Victorious Actions:
• Reload all Weapons
• Use consumable Items (such as Health Rations)
• Bandits who Ambush may sacrifice all other movement that Round to move up to 3 spaces OR use their Hiding Movement if 

it is greater than 3

Pioneers   -   Lo  sing a Battle,   Dying, and the Graveyard  

Pioneers keep all of their Bags / Items / Weapons / Power Cards / Pets after dying and still receive Interest from the Bank.

To indicate a Pioneer is dead, they are moved to the Graveyard. They remain in the Graveyard until the beginning of a new Round. 
Pioneers at the Graveyard space are considered off the board and cannot interact with other players or use Power Cards. 

At the beginning of the next Round after dying, Pioneers return to Prosperity with 5 HP. 
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When a Bandit kills a Pioneer, they may steal either of the following:
• All   Loot (Gold Cards / Livestock) up to Bag Limit and Furs

OR
• All   Cash in Wallet and Furs

Anything that the Bandit cannot carry is discarded for no Payout. 

Note: Bandits can use a Tool chip to indicate where stolen Gold Cards came from.

Note: If a Pioneer dies outside of Battle (dies to a Snake or Bear, etc.) all of their Loot is discarded. None of the Loot can be stolen 
by Bandits. Pioneers may still roll to see if they get a Payout for their Furs. 

Bandits   - Losing  , The Warrant Meter, and Jail  

Whenever a Bandit dies, they lose half of their Cash in their Wallet (rounded down). The Bandit also loses all 
of their Gold Cards and Livestock. Bandits may roll to see if they get a Payout for their Furs. They cannot 
hand anything off to another Bandit after dying. Bandits keep all of their Bags / Items / Weapons / Power 
Cards / Pets after dying. 

On the Round a Bandit dies, they go to the Graveyard. Bandits at the Graveyard are considered off the board 
and cannot interact with other players or use Power Cards. If the Warrant Meter is at Warning, Bandits 
return to the Bunker with 5 HP at the beginning of the next Round.

However, if the Warrant Meter is above Warning, Bandits go to Jail / Prison instead of back to the Bunker. While in Jail / Prison, 
Bandits cannot use or trade Power Cards or Items (except for the Lockpick). 

The Warrant Meter increases after the Battle is finished. The Warrant Meter moves up whenever:
• A Bandit attacks and kills a Pioneer
• The Bandits kill an NPC (see NPC cards).

The Warrant Meter does not move up when:
• A Bandit attacks but loses to a Pioneer.
• A Bribe is accepted
• A Bandit offers a Bribe to a Pioneer that they do not accept (the Bandit fights in self-defense). 

The 1-Day / 2-Day / 3-Day sentence starts at the beginning of the next Round. Bandits always serve their original sentence even if the 
Warrant Meter is raised while they are in Jail. If a Bandit serves their full sentence, they return to the Bunker with 5 HP at the 
beginning of the next Round.

W  arning   –  Bandits go to the Graveyard when they die and return to the Bunker next Round.

1-Day   Warrant   –  Bandits go to the Graveyard on the Round they die. They go to Jail the Round after they die. Unless the 
Bandit can Escape or is freed in a Jailbreak they remain in Jail for 1 Round. 

2-Day   Warrant  –  Same as above, but for 2 Rounds.
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3  -Day   Warrant   –  Same as above, but for 3 Rounds.

Prison –  Bandits must Escape or be freed in a Jailbreak.

There are two ways to get out of Jail early: Escape and Jailbreak. A Bandit cannot attempt to Escape or be freed in
a Jailbreak on the same Round they were killed (they are dead in the Graveyard). 

A Bandit can Escape Jail early if they roll 5+ (2v2 2v3) OR 6+ (3v3) on their turn. However, if the Warrant Meter is at Prison, the 
Bandits must roll 6+ (2v2 2v3) OR 7+ (3v3). If an Escape attempt is successful, the Bandit returns to the Bunker with 5 HP. The 
Bandit may then start their turn as normal.

The Bandits may attempt to Jailbreak a teammate out of Jail by defeating the Sheriff on the Jail space. If a Jailbreak attempt is 
successful, the freed Bandit goes back to the Bunker with 5 HP and the attacking Bandit gains +2 movement. A freed Bandit may 
then start their turn as normal if they did not roll to Escape that Round. If a Bandit rolled to Escape before a Jailbreak, they return to 
Bunker with 5 HP but lose their turn that Round.

Note: Bandits can fight the Sheriff only if there are Bandits in Jail. 

The Train

The Train moves to the next Station (clockwise: Prosperity / West /
North / East Stations) at the end of every Round (including Round 25). 
Players cannot exit and get back on the Train during the same turn.

If a Pioneer rides the Train into Prosperity, they must exit and turn in all Loot for a Payout immediately (before the next Round).  
Pioneers must wait until the next Round to Deposit money in the Bank.

Pioneers can get on the Train at any Station and ride to the next stop for $1. All ticket money is placed on the Train 
Deputy Card and is added to the Payout when it is Robbed. Pioneers may ride the Train with Loot.

Up to 2 Pioneers may ride the Train at a time. The Train counts as its own space, but does not require extra movement
to enter or exit. Players riding the Train are considered to be off the space the Train currently occupies. 

Robbing the Train

Bandits can Battle / Ambush the Train at the Station or on a space with railroad tracks. Bandits may attack either on
their turn OR when the Train moves at the end of the Round (including the starting Station). 

If a Pioneer is Riding the Train, Bandits can choose to Battle either the Pioneer OR the Train Deputy. If they succeed,
they may either exit the Train or keep Battling. If there are 2 Pioneers riding the Train, the Bandits may choose to fight
only 1 Pioneer and then exit the Train. 

Bandits may Rob the Train by fighting the Train Deputy (see NPC card). If the Deputy is killed, another Deputy does
not replace him until the Train reaches Prosperity Station again. Pioneers may Ride the Train after the Deputy is killed (they must 
still pay $1).
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After Bandits kill the Train Deputy they may ride it for free (but not into Prosperity Station). The Bandits can Rob the Train when 
it is in Prosperity and may ride it to leave. Bandits may also ride the Train with Loot.

Note: If a Bandit dies on the Train as it moves at the end of the Round, they are not dead at the Graveyard for the upcoming Round. 
They either begin their turn at the Bunker or begin their Jail sentence.

The Poker Tournament

The Poker Tournament always occurs at the end of Rounds 7 / 14 / 21 after the Train moves. Pioneers and Bandits
may enter the Tournament from anywhere on the board. All players remain on their current space. 

Pioneers that die on the Round of the Poker Tournament may attend. If a Bandit dies when the Warrant Meter is
at Warning they may attend the Poker Tournament. However, if the Warrant Meter is at Jail / Prison dead 
Bandits cannot attend. Bandits must come out of Hiding to attend.

Players pay $2 to enter the Poker Tournament (Wallet / Bank Deposit / Bunker Stash Cash is allowed). All entrance
fees are placed on the Bartender card and are added to the Robbery Payout. Players may exchange Items to go to
the Poker Tournament, but they must be at Prosperity or the Bunker.

If a Pioneer is in last place, they may enter the Tournament for free. If the Bandit Gang is in last place, they may send 1 player to the 
Tournament for free.
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At the start of the Tournament, each player draws and looks at 2 Power Cards and then places them face-down in front of them. 

1  st   and 2  nd   Tournament   Peace Pipe / Saloon Cards (any combination)

3  rd   Tournam  ent   Peace Pipe / Saloon Cards and up to 1 Shadow Card

All players in the Tournament roll 1 die:
1 / 2 Caught Cheating and kicked out of the Tournament
3 / 4 Pick 1 Power Card 
5 / 6 / 7 / 8 Pick 2 Power Cards (max 1 Shadow Card)

 
Lowest Rep picks their cards first, second place goes next, etc. If Bandits and Pioneers are tied, the Pioneer goes first. If Pioneers are 
tied, use the Starting Player Marker order.

Players may choose any face-down card on the table during the Tournament. Once a card from another player is looked at, it must be 
taken. Only 1 Shadow Card can be taken per player during the 3rd Tournament. Any Power Cards not picked during the 
Tournament are shuffled back into their respective decks.

The Saloon

The Saloon is Hostile Territory where Battles may occur. If an enemy is already at the Saloon space, 
Battling or Bribing must finish before any Saloon actions are taken.

Saloon Cards may be purchased for $2 by Bandits and Pioneers (up to 2 per turn). Players may also spend 
$2 to recover 2 HP (once per turn).

All money spent at the Saloon (including money for the Poker Tournament) is added to the Payout when Bandits Rob 
the Saloon. Place all money on the Bartender Card. 

Robbing the Saloon

The Saloon may be Robbed by the Bandits only. They Battle the Bartender (see NPC card). Bandits
may perform actions at the Saloon before it is Robbed. However, after the Saloon is Robbed it is closed
for that Round.

If Pioneers occupy the Saloon space, Bandits must Battle or Bribe the Pioneers before Robbing the
Saloon. 

Each Level of the Bartender may only be Robbed once (before and after Round 15).
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The Indian Village

The Indian Village is Neutral Territory where no Battles may occur. Pioneers and Bandits may
occupy the Indian Village at the same time without Battling. Players cannot stay on this space
for more than one turn. 

Pioneers and Bandits may enter the Indian Village and draw a Peace Pipe card for free. In order
to draw another Peace Pipe Card the player must leave and re-enter the Indian Village.

Purgatory - The Ghost Town

Purgatory is Hostile Territory where Battles may occur. When entering the Desert Spaces
surrounding the Purgatory the player immediately takes damage of -1 HP (down to a
minimum of 1 HP). Owning a Horse or a Donkey negates this penalty. The Purgatory space
itself does   not   cause HP damage. 

Pioneers and Bandits may enter Purgatory and draw a Shadow Card for free. In order to
draw another Shadow Card the player must leave and re-enter Purgatory.

Note: Bandits can never go into Hiding from the Purgatory space.

If an enemy player is already at the Purgatory space, Battling or Bribing must finish before any Shadow Cards are drawn.
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The Last Round

On Round 25, all spaces (including Mines, the Ranch, and the Indian Village) are vulnerable to Bandit attack. The Train still moves 
at the end of Round 25 (and can be attacked by Bandits).

Note: The Pet Vulture may also attempt to steal Loot even if the Pioneer does not move on Round 25.

Once Round 25 is finished, Bandits and Pioneers receive ½ Payout for Gold Cards / Livestock / Furs they have not turned in. To 
calculate, first combine the Cash and Rep for all Payouts then divide by 2. The result is rounded up. For example, gain 3 Rep for a 
Payout normally worth 5 Rep. 

Each player receives +1 Rep for every $10 they have. For instance, $26 is worth 2 Rep.

Any players that are tied for first place after Round 25 must Duel each other (see Tiebreaker Duels below).

Note: If one player controls 2 Pioneers, both characters must have higher Rep than the Bandit Gang to win the game.

The player with the highest Rep is the winner of BEST OF THE WEST!

Tiebreaker Duels

All ties at the end of the game are broken by Dueling. Ties lower on the Rep track Duel first. The winner of each 
Duel gets +1 Rep. If this results in a new tie, Duel again.

If multiple Pioneers and the Bandit Gang are tied, the Pioneers Duel each other before Dueling the Bandit Gang.
The Bandit Gang chooses 1 player to Duel the winning Pioneer. 

If 2 Pioneers are tied, they Duel each other. 

If 3 Pioneers are tied, each Pioneer Duels the other two Pioneers. This repeats until a Pioneer wins both Duels in a
single round.

Each Round:
Pioneer 1 vs Pioneer 2
Pioneer 1 vs Pioneer 3
Pioneer 2 vs Pioneer 3

In a Duel, each player has 2 HP and uses Dual Revolvers with unlimited Ammo. A Quick Draw roll determines who shoots first. 
Character Abilities can be used in the Duel, but Power Cards / Items / Pets cannot be used.

Highest Rep after all Duels wins BEST OF THE WEST!
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Ti  Ps and Tricks  

“Before You Saddle Up”
We have how to play tutorial videos available online (www.bestofthewestgame.com/media). It may also
help to glance at the decks beforehand.

“Cash is King (at least in the beginning)”
Pay attention to payouts. Herding Cows and mining at the Lucky Nugget Mine will get you lots of Rep but
less cash. Having more cash for Weapons, Bag Upgrades, Pets, and Items is often more important than an
early Rep lead. 

“Silence is Golden”
Use the dry-erase board to communicate with your fellow Bandits in secret. You never know when the Pioneers are listening. It can 
also be useful to mark where your characters have gone into Hiding.

“Card Tricks”
Keep in mind that Power Cards are one-time use, so use them wisely. Most of the time, you can only play one of each type per Round 
(Saloon / Peace Pipe / Shadow). All three Power Card decks have a mixture of different bonuses (utility bonuses, free stuff, extra 
movement, battle buffs, etc.). In general, Shadow cards have more powerful effects than Saloon and Peace Pipe cards. 

“It's in the Bag”
Upgrading your Bag to hold more Gold Cards, Livestock, Power Cards, and Items is key to getting bigger paydays. As a Bandit, it’s a 
good idea to match the Bag size of enemy Pioneers so that you can hold all of your stolen Loot. If you do not have any Items, the “Bag
Marker” chip can be used to indicate your bag size. Remember that Bag Upgrades are permanent and can't be exchanged. 

“With Friends Like These...”
All Pioneers hate the Bandit Gang, but your greatest competition is often your rival Pioneers. Make sure you keep earning Rep to stay 
ahead of the pack. One or two big payouts can put someone back in contention. Don't forget that only one Pioneer can be the Best of 
the West!

“Bandit Hunting”
So your big haul was just stolen by a Bandit and you're out for revenge. Killing the dastardly coward can prevent a big payout for the 
Bandits, but you can't steal back what was taken. It can also set you back even more if you lose or if you leave the battle injured. Keep
in mind that the Bandits have to spend turns to go back and sell what they stole. This is usually the best time for Pioneers to get back 
to work. Lastly, fighting the Bandits on your own often ends up benefiting your rival Pioneers more than it helps you.

“Crime Sometimes Pays”
As a Bandit, keep an eye on the Warrant Meter. For instance, killing a Pioneer with only one Gold Card from a Waterfall space is 
unlikely to be worth the increased Jail time later in the game. 

“No Mercy for the Weak”
Being at low health puts a big target on your back. Even if you win a Battle, someone else might be lurking around to finish the job! 
Use Rations or heal for 2 HP at the Saloon to keep yourself alive. Also, remember to heal back to full health (6 HP) at Prosperity or 
the Bunker for $2 instantly or for free if you spend your entire turn there.
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“Find a Furry Friend”
Don't forget about Pets! Especially if bought early, Pets can be very valuable over the course of a game. Many Pets also work well 
with certain character abilities. 

“A Predictable Pioneer is a Dead Pioneer”
Take a different path, switch up what Job you are doing, or go pick up some Power Cards to mix things up. A little misdirection can go
a long way towards throwing off a Bandit Ambush. 

“A Marathon, not a Sprint”
Use your Movement Cards sparingly. Usually it is best keep your high-value cards for when you have Loot and are trying to get back 
for a payout. Remember, many Movement Cards also have a bonus or penalty based on whether or not you are carrying Loot. Also, 
consider buying the Snake Oil item to refresh your hand. 

“All Aboard!”
Don’t forget that you can ride the Train for $1 as a Pioneer. You can maximize your movement by ending your turn on the Train. 
Boarding the Train can also be a good way to get rid of low-value Movement Cards. As a Bandit, if you defeat the Train Deputy you 
may also ride the Train for extra movement (but not into Prosperity).

“I'll Get You Next Time”
Sometimes it is best for Bandits to come out of Hiding if a Pioneer goes a different way than you expect. If you come out of Hiding, 
the next turn you can Hide in a better spot or use a Movement Card. In the meantime, you can go rob an NPC or pick up some Power 
Cards. 

“Location, Location, Location"
As a Bandit, consider how far back you have to travel back to base if you rob a Pioneer. This is especially true for stolen Livestock. 
Remember, Bandits also have to roll for Control while Fording rivers with Livestock! Also, consider that angry Pioneers may be out 
for blood if you kill them near town. 

“Swallow your Pride, Use a Bribe”
Bribing or calling for a truce is often in the best option for both parties. Often, a partial payout is better than nothing. Bribes are also 
useful if Bandits encounter Pioneers who are not their primary target or don't have a lot of cash or Loot on them. Remember that 
accepting Bribes do not increase the Jail sentence on the Warrant Meter. Best of all, you won't get injured or killed. 

“All is Not Lost"
Don't despair! Big comebacks are possible, especially with larger late-game payouts. If you fall behind,
chances are that you will be less of a target to your enemies. Additionally, there are a few “Charity” bonuses
that help the players in last place. 

“Last Chance”
At the end of the game, it is still worth trying to get more Loot even if you can't make it back for a full
payout. On the last Round, you get ½ the payout (rounded up). It may also be worth saving cash, since you
get 1 Rep for every $10 you have.
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